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Comparison of Recent Experimental Results on 
X-ray Emission to LASNEX Calculations* 

David S. Bailey 

University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
Livermore, California 9^550 

Recently NRL" reported the results of x-ray measurements 
from short pulse Nd laser shots on thick polyethylene slab 

16 2 targets with intensities approaching 10 W/cm . At this 
2 meeting, LLL is reporting results of similar experiments. 

In Figure 1 are shown the NRL data together with data from 
the LLL series. Although the analysis of the LLL data is 
just beginning, it appears that the LLL thermal spectrum 
(below 10 keV) tracks the NRL data (with scaling for energy 
on target) but that the high energy x-ray emission is much 
larger. As shown in Table 1, only 30--UOS5 of the energy was 
absorbed in the Livermore experiments compared to &0% in the 
NRL experiments. The absorption data came from box calorim
eters in the LLL experiments, whereas NRL used burn paper. 

In this talk, I want to present calculations I have made 
of these experiments with the LLL LASNEX MHD code. In both 
sets of x-ray data there is a pronounced change in slope at 
-v. 5 keV, with the slope below 5 keV characteristic of a 

*Research performed under the auspices of the U. S. Energy, 
Research and Development Administration, Contract Number 
W-7'l05-Eng-48. 
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bremsstrahlung emission from plasma of a 1/2 - 1 keV thermal 
electron temperature. Figure 2 shows an initial set of calcu
lations using a laser absorption of 25S at .8 p . There are 
two curves listed. Both include self-generated magnetic fields, 
but in the first example, the ALPHA parameter (which is the 
multiplisr on T for the instability generated electron spectrum) 
was it, and in the second case ALPHA = 1, i.e., except for trans- j 
port effects, it is like a 3T calculation. The first calculation 'i 

agrees quite well with the data, in particular, has the sharp 
break in the x-ray spectrum characteristic of the two temperature 
instability electron distribution. The slope of the tail is 
controlled by magnetic field effects and the ALPHA parameter. 
The second calculation, with no superthermals is high at low 
energies and low above 10 keV. It shows little evidence of the 
break in slope that is almost universally observed in short 
pulse, high intensity, laser experiments. In all of the calcu
lations so far, the absorbed laser energy was about 25-3DJ5 of 
that incident; hence, raising the amount absorbed (as discussed 
later) would only enhance the x-ray emission. Also it might 
be mentioned that the peak T near p was less than 2 keV; the 
only technique that produced 50 keV temperatures was to elim
inate electron conduction altogether. 

Since the suprathermal tail was too hot before, I ran 
some calculations with a new absorption model (20? above -9 p ) 
and an ALPHA = 't. Two of these are shown in Figure 's; with 
and without magnetic fields. One sees that the effect of the 
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magnetic field is to lower the thermal emission below 1 keV 
by •%. 2 x and Increase the apparent temperature of the super-
thermal tall. In fact, the ALPHA - >* case with magnetic field 
problem is very close to an ALPHA = 12 case without magnetic 
field. Figure >i shows the radial field variation at the peak 
of the laser pulse, and one sees the characteristic peak at 
25-30 um off-axis with a "hole" of low magnetic field on axis 
that acts as conduction channel. For another view, in Figure 
5, are the magnetic isoplots for this example; note that even 
though the laser beam profile was smooth •.here is visible a 
clear ring effect in the magnetic field generation. The 
distance from p to solid density Is only •* 10 wra In these 
calculations, giving a density scale height of a few microns; 
hence the problem of inhibiting electron conduction (In order 
to suppress the x-ray emission) over such short distances is 
severe. 

Finally, since the NRL group believes that their absorp
tion is ^ 80? instead of the 25-30S that these calculations 
indicate, I tried some runs with the absorption set to 80X 
above .9 p resulting in 1.2 J absorbed. In Figure 6, the 
results for two of these runs are shown; again, with and 
without magnetic fields. In these cases 65-80X was absorbed 
and zeroth order effect was to increase the x-ray emission by 
10 x. Again, the magnetic field lowers the thermal emission 
(by 3 in this example) and generates a hotter spectrum of 
superthentals. In either case, the x-ray output is greatly 
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above that observed. The greater suppression of thermal 
emission is due to the stronger field generations and presence 
of a barrier (above p ) in the central region of the beam. 

The LLL slab experiments were run at the same and higher 
energies (2-5 J) as NRL and observed similar (scaled) results 
to NRL below 10 keV but generally a very flat spectrum above 
10 keV much above the NRL data (although with large variability). 
The 1.2 J runs (Figure 6) agree below 10 keV quite well; above 
that, the calculations show a lower tail temperature and do not 
show marked sensitivity to beam variations. Hence It is yet 
unclear what is causing the large variations; If the high 
temperature tail is correct, one may have to invoke some mech
anism of conduction inhibition beyond classical magnetic fields. 

In summary, the currently used LLL absorption parameters 
give i. 308 absorption and good agreement with the NRL data using 
a two-temperature electron distribution model. To get a hotter 
superthermal tall as the LLL data Indicates^ requires less elec
tron conduction, and since such modifleatio is always strongly 
affect the low energy thermal emission, one of the best experi
mental checks would be to get an absolute integral (to 1.5 keV 
say) of the total x-ray emission to i> 20% as well as the higher 
energy spectral measurements. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure l: X-ray data (1-100 keV) from two sets of experiments 
a) NRI. - red 
b) L.L.; - green 

Figure 2: Comparison of HRL data (green) to calculations 
assuming . 4 J laser energy was absorbed 
a) Multi-group electron to photons (ALPHA * 4) 

- white 
b) 3 T calculation - red 

Figure 3: NRL data (green) with a different absorption 
model (20S dumped @ .S P c) and using ALPHA • k. 

a) Without magnetic fields - white 
b) Self-generated magnetic-fields - red 

Figure U: Radial variation of magnetic field for problem 
(b) of Fig. 3 at approximately the peak of the 
laser pulse. The sequence of curves is in the 
direction of ir.creasing Z. 

Figure 5: Magnetic field isoplo'r.s for problem (b) of Fig. 
3 near peak of laser pulse. 

Figure 6: NflL data (^reen) LLL data (blue) and two higher 
absorption calculations (1.2 J) 
a) Without magnetic fields - orange 
b) Magnetic fields included - white 
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NRL - LASER ABSORPTION = 803! 
(BURN PAPER) 

LLL - LASER ABSORPTION = 25 - HS% 

(BOX CALORIMETER) 

TABLE 1 
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Figure 6 


